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AFI’s MR-05E-(S)-PA Audio Output Connections

Overview
The American Fibertek Series 05E-(S) transmits single direction line level audio, 600 ohms balanced or unbalanced, on
one multimode or single mode fiber. The audio is transmitted over the link using FM modulation which results in an
improved signal to noise ratio and a constant audio output level over the full optical loss budget.
The American Fibertek MR-05E-(S)-PA is an alternate receiver which operates in conjunction with the American Fibertek
MT/RT-05E-(S) Series transmitters. The MR-05E-(S)-PA receiver embeds a 5 Watt audio amplifier and a 70 Volt audio
transformer which enables the unit to drive remote 70V speakers with powers up to 5 Watts. This eliminates the need to
provide a separate audio post amplifier to the line level output of an optical receiver in order to drive paging speakers.
Audio distribution at 70 Volts transmits the 5 Watts at a lower current which reduces the distribution power loss. Distances
up to 2100 ft with 24 AWG may be accommodated. The 70 Volts is delivered to a 70 Volt speaker which is a speaker which
has a 70 Volt transformer. 70V transformers usually have several power taps ranging from ~ 1 Watt to 10 Watts.
In an application where the MR-05E-(S)-PA is driving a single 70 Volt speaker, the 5 Watt speaker tap would provide the
full 5 Watts of power. If less power was needed, a lower speaker tap should be utilized.
The MR-05E-(S)-PA is capable of driving multiple 70 Volt speakers as long as the total power of the speaker taps is 5
Watts max. For example, the MR-05E-(S)-PA is capable of driving (2) 70 Volt speakers set up with 2.5 Watt taps.
In applications where the speakers are 8 ohms (not 70 Volt speakers), an external 70 Volt audio transformer may be
utilized. The Speco T7010 is a 70 Volt to 8 ohm audio transformer with 10W, 5W, 2.5W, 1.25W, .625W taps. Below are
block diagrams showing the use of external transformers with a single speaker and two speakers.

Block Diagrams
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